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wide-ranging anarchist anthologies, submissions, translations & editorials since 2013, from the British Isles & beyond

The Difference Between “Just Coping” & “Not Coping At All”
(social reproduction, COVID-19, cybernetics)

An Update from the No TAV Campaign & Thoughts on its Relevance for Stop HS2
(a comparative study for total resistance)

‘Everything is Sanitised, But We are Constantly Wringing Our Tired Hands’
& demolition, not abolition

How the Left is Handing Over Protest to Fascism
& ‘We Haven’t Been Staying at Home These Days’

A New Luddite Rebellion
(mythic predecessors, the gig economy & goading reaction to the ‘interface revolution’)

The Siege of the Third Precinct in Minneapolis
(tactical analysis of the crowd in motion)

The 5G Net
(the lynchpin of the new (“eco-”)industrial expansion)

The Garden Path
(re-enchanted forest & the post-agricultural mind)

Notes on “The Criminal Child”
(review: various Jean Genet)

Poems for Love, Loss and War
(text by prisoners & repression news)

Rebels Behind Bars

Memory as a Weapon
(where has the personal been in the program of the Left?)

‘All That Wildness Names’
(to ‘queer’ this most popular of anarchic notions)

…and more!
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